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Introduction
The same way delicate roses derive at least some of their beauty from the length and quality of their
stems, these lovely long legged ladies earn a special place in the hothouse of internet smut.

Adult Review
How many times have you been in a club and watched a perfect pair of legs on their way toward the bar pass through a crowd
so you could not see the rest of the body they came with. If just a glimpse of those long legs and the way their tight pantyhose
cling to them was enough to make you track that girl down then this site will have you panting in no time. 
  
  This is not a foot fetish site, though there are plenty of nice feet for those who find them irresistible as well. The site focuses
on the long lithe legs of some of the most beautiful women in the world. The kind you would expect on a dancer, the kind
that wrap themselves around your back when you power your way down between them.
  
  This site actually came to TheTongue recommended by one of our members. It isn't easy to find a site that caters to the calf
lover and focuses thigh high. There are plenty of foot sites and plenty of ass sites, but as our member pointed out this is the
best one on the market for guys who love the area in between those two.
  
  Each and every video is offered in multiple formats for dialup friendly and broadband enhanced download. None of the files
are DRM coded so once you download them to your computer they are yours to keep.
  
  From the great folks that brought you Swank and Just18, this site is one you will not want to leave off your list and if you do
sign up you will get all the sites shown on the list to the right side of this review as well. One price, plenty of websites.
  
  The only drawback to the site is that none of the content was shot in High Definition. These legs would look even better at
1280x1024!

Porn Summary
Your own personal dance line of girls high stepping and tap dancing across your screen.... except unlike the Rockettes you
can watch these chicks get fucked!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'It will remind you of the feeling of her long warm leg wrapping around your back...'
Quality: 84  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 93 Interface: 80
Support: 81 Unique: 86    Taste: 84        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Swank Magazine (90) ,D Cup (88) ,Just 18 (87) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Feet, Hardcore, Natural, Softcore, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $5.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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